Realise all the benefits of Dynamics 365 - for less
GYDE365-Design offers a fresh approach to the Analysis & Design phases of your Microsoft
Dynamics 365 implementation. Supported by Microsoft and developed by a team of industry
experts, it provides you with the tools and guidance you need to create a detailed solution
design in a more cost-effective, simpler and faster way.

Overview

Our Approach

If you were building a house, wouldn't it be
great if you could use the services of a top
architect to ensure you get the house you've
always dreamt of?
GYDE365-Design is the software application
equivalent of having access to that top
architect, to help ensure you get the solution
you deserve - only without the high cost, and
up to two-thirds quicker than traditional
methods.
The traditional process for carrying out the
analysis and design phases of a Dynamics
365 project takes 5-6 months or more. A huge
commitment from your project team. Weeks
of lengthy face-to-face, knowledge capture
workshops. Endless scoping sessions. And
with no guarantees that what you hoped for
is what you end up getting.
GYDE365-Design allows you to approach
things differently. Much like its sister
application, GYDE365-Discover, it is primarily
an online, survey-driven application.
Subject matter experts from across your
business answer a series of questions. The
output from this exercise provides you with
everything you need to embark on a highquality build phase for your desired Dynamics
365 solution design,

1. Customer onboarding sessions
2. Series of role-based surveys
3. Initial review of all survey responses
4. Series of online review workshops
5. Results updated based on workshops
6. GYDE365-Design Output Pack sent

Key Deliverables
Comprehensive Solution Design detailed functional and technical solution
design based on the answers provided
from the completed surveys
Detailed System Configuration - partnerready configuration design document
that can be given to your implementation
partner to start building your solution
Detailed 'To be' Processes - Breakdown
of 'To be' (future) Dynamics 365
processes - to help with System Build,
Change Management & Training
Reliable Project Estimates - breakdown
of the anticipated project phases, timings,
external costs and internal resource
requirements. Plus, all your Dynamics 365
license subscription requirements.

Duration & Costings
Time: Faster, by up to 66% faster
Cost: Fixed price; available on request.

Key Benefits
Cut Costs - reduce Design
costs by up to 55% and
reduce your overall project
costs by up to 40%

Reduce Time - shrink the
Analysis and Design phase
of your project by up to
66%
Minimise Risk - obtain a
consistent, clear Solution
Design to meet your
desired objectives
Reduce Complexity - less
expertise and associated
costs required for internal
resources
Increase ownership - a
clear Solution Design puts
you in a stronger position
when selecting and
working with an
implementation partner
Increase Participation encourage input from team
members who may feel
excluded, or are unable to
attend in-person
workshops.

About Seer 365
Our mission is to revolutionise the Microsoft Dynamics 365 implementation model, from system evaluation through to
deployment, empowering organisations to achieve greater success. Using our team of experts, who have been involved
in 1000+ system evaluation and implementation projects, we create transformative applications and services that help
standardise, simplify and automate project tasks to reduce cost, minimise risk and save valuable time.

Discover more or book a demo at
seer365.com or call +44 (0)330 088 3642
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